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Abstract: Energy-saving and energy-recovery strategies represent key factors to achieve operational
cost reductions within rail systems’ management tasks. However, in altering service features, they also
affect passenger satisfaction. This paper investigates the effect of implementing such measures in
the case of rolling stock unavailability. Numerous operational scenarios were explored by analysing
different planned headway and rolling stock configurations. The scenarios were simulated with and
without the adoption of Energy-Saving Strategies (ESS), both in ordinary and in disruption conditions.
Our results show that, in ordinary conditions, the optimal scenarios are those that minimise the
planned headway. By contrast, in disrupted conditions, due to greater passenger inconvenience,
the use of a time-optimal condition is preferable if a real-time adjustment of ESS is not feasible.
However, if the ESS can be updated in real-time, use of ESS is preferable only if the adopted headway
is the smallest of those associated with the rolling stock scheme considered.

Keywords: frequency-based services; fleet composition schemes; rail system optimisation; rolling
stock failures; energy-saving strategies; user generalised cost

1. Introduction

The adoption of transport systems based on railway technology represents a crucial element
for building an integrated and sustainable mobility framework [1–5]: such systems are green, smart
and safe, while presenting a high degree of adaptability to intermodality. However, they manifest
high vulnerability in the event of breakdowns, which can result in several side effects, both from
an operational and passenger perspective. Therefore, possible failure modes of rail systems and
related causes must be evaluated, so as to be able to address any disturbance appropriately and
re-establish ordinary conditions as soon as possible, thus minimising adverse impacts on the rail
service. For the above purposes, it is possible to rely on so-called RAMS analysis, using the criteria of
reliability, availability, maintainability and safety. However, the abbreviation frequently adopted is
RAMS(S), including security as a factor to be evaluated. Strictly speaking, the term ‘safety’ refers to
functional safety within the system and protection against hazardous consequences caused by technical
failure and unintended human mistakes; ‘security’, by contrast, entails protection against hazardous
consequences due to wilful and unreasonable human actions. Most components in railway systems
are safety-related. However, failure can also be caused by security breaches (e.g., copper thieves).
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According to the standard EN 50126 [6], ‘availability’ is defined as: “the ability of a product to be in
a state to perform a required function under given conditions at a given instant of time, or over a given time
interval, assuming that the required external sources of help are provided.” In other words, the system (called
‘product’) will fulfil the required tasks (called ‘functions’) under the defined framework conditions.
In railway contexts, the main function is the safe transport of people and goods. The required
external sources of help are the technical components of the system (e.g., signalling system, track clear
detection etc.) and the railway staff in undertaking their tasks.

This is where ‘reliability’ comes into play, in achieving availability. Indeed, it is defined by [7] as:
“the probability that an item can perform a required function under given conditions for a given time interval
(t1, t2).” This results in the requirement of failure-free working of components during a specified time
period. Obviously, to achieve this task, ‘maintainability’ is another factor to be taken into account.
The above standard, EN 50126, defines it as: “the probability that a given active maintenance action,
for an item under given conditions of use, can be carried out within a stated time interval when the maintenance
is performed under stated conditions and using stated procedures and resources.”

Reliability, availability and maintainability are strongly related. Reliability and maintainability
are both probability values related to a defined time period. The former is measured by failure rates,
while the latter is defined by maintenance rates. Both components influence availability, which is
an important requirement of the railway system. This, in turn, is strictly related to safety: the more
available a technical system, the lower the probability of operating in a safety-degraded mode. RAMS
analysis can be performed according to the three-step cycle proposed in [8], while related applications
to railway contexts can be found in [9–13].

In the literature, different kinds of breakdowns have been analysed, which can involve line
blockage conditions [14,15], signalling system failures [16,17] and rolling stock unavailability [18,19].
Such disruption events could result in negative effects both for customers and service providers,
which see their costs being increased ([20–22]). As shown by [23], one of the most substantial items in
rail service operational costs is the power supply for rolling stock. Therefore, several energy-saving
measures have been proposed for minimising train energy consumption. One of the most widely
implemented strategies in an energy-saving perspective consists in relying on eco-driving profiles with
lower maximum speed to be adopted or the implementation of a coasting motion phase during which
the train proceeds by inertia ([24–26]). In this context, several algorithms for optimising switching
points among different motion phases have been proposed ([27,28]). Moreover, such energy-efficient
profiles are frequently implemented in an integrated framework, which also envisages a timetable
optimisation process ([29,30]). Indeed, the above two aspects are strictly related to each other since,
as shown by [31,32], driving profiles which differ from the Time Optimal (TO) scenario entail longer
running times and hence the need to suitably design reserve time rates within the timetable, as will
be shown in greater detail below. Besides energy-saving strategies, energy-recovery measures can
also be adopted, which consist in re-utilising the amount of energy dissipated in the braking phase
(i.e., regenerative braking) [33]. Such energy may be exploited at the same time by synchronising
acceleration and deceleration phases of convoys in the network [34,35], and be fed back into the
medium voltage distribution network through reversible substations ([36,37]), as well as being stored
in suitable devices ([38,39]). The storage devices in question may be wayside or located on board.
The former position can provide power supply only at specific points along the line, while the latter
allows permanent availability of an energy reserve but represents an additional load for the convoy.
Moreover, batteries are generally not efficient enough to use, since they are unable to absorb a large
amount of energy in a very small time period (i.e., the braking phase). For this reason, the adoption of
so-called supercapacitors is being extensively investigated ([40–42]).

This paper extends the authors’ research into implementing eco-driving policies in the case of
rolling-stock unavailability [43], proposed at the 19th IEEE International Conference on Environment
and Electrical Engineering (IEEE EEEIC 2019) and 3rd Industrial and Commercial Power Systems
Europe (I&CPS 2019). The above work was enhanced by exploring the proposed optimisation
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methodology and enriching the type of operational scenarios to be investigated. The application
context was extended by considering different rolling stock configurations in order to identify a wider
set of feasible intervention solutions.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides methodology for reducing disruption effects
due to rolling stock unavailability; Section 3 applies the proposed methodology in the case of a regional
rail line; conclusions and research prospects are summarised in Section 4.

2. The Proposed Methodology for Managing Rolling Stock Unavailability in an Energy-
Saving Context

Implementation of eco-driving strategies requires thorough preliminary analysis since it greatly
affects railway systems from many perspectives. The basic reason for the above consideration is
that optimisation of driving profiles, from an energy-saving perspective, requires an increase in
train running times which has a twofold effect. First, the impact on service cycle time and related
parameters (such as headway, number of operated convoys and buffer times) need to be accurately
considered, especially in the case of frequency-based systems where a cyclic timetable is required.
From an operational point of view, certain time rates need to be defined for offsetting such an increase
in train running times by preserving timetable stability. The second aspect to be taken into account
is the effect that such strategies have on passenger comfort, since they force travellers to cope with
greater travel times. The above-described scenario becomes even more complex when a breakdown
occurs: in disruption conditions, the rescheduling process has to be carried out with great care to avoid
undermining the goal of energy saving.

Within this context, the main contribution of the paper consists in advancing the research proposed
by [20,31,44], since it analyses eco-driving strategies just in the case of disruption schemes. To this
end, the operational parameters of frequency-based systems are first described. Implementation of
energy-saving strategies and related implications are then illustrated. At this point, the disruption
element is introduced, providing an overview of breakdowns involving rolling stock, and the
rescheduling perspective is finally combined with the implementation of energy-saving policies until
the proposed integrated management framework has been reached.

2.1. Frequency-Based Service Definition

As widely shown elsewhere (see, for instance, [31,44]), the definition of a frequency-based service
consists in determining operational variable values so as to satisfy the following equation:

Hplan ·NC = CTserv (1)

subject to:
NC = [NCmin ; NCmax] (2)

αlt ∈
[

max
{
0 ;

((
Hplan − rtrt

)
/TLTTO

)}
; min

{((
Hplan − rtot

)
/TLTTO

)
; 1

}]
(3)

Hplan ≥ Hmin (4)

with:
NCmin = int

(
CTplan/Hplan

)
+ 1 (5)

NCmax = int
(
2 +

((
CTplan − rtot − rtrt

)
/Hplan

))
(6)

CTserv = CTplan + TLTTO (7)

TLTTO = Hplan −
(
CTplan − int

(
CTplan/Hplan

)
·Hplan

)
(8)

ltTO
ot = αlt · TLTTO (9)

ltTO
rt = (1− αlt) · TLTTO (10)
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Hmin = Hmin(αlt ; rtot ; rtrt) (11)

where Hplan is the planned headway (i.e., the time interval between two successive rail convoys); NC is
the number of rail convoys used for the service; CTserv is the service cycle time which represents the
time interval taken by a rail convoy to pass the same point twice; NCmin [NCmax] is the minimum
[maximum] number of rail convoys used for performing the service; Hmin is the minimum headway
allowed by the service configuration considered; TLTTO is the total layover time in the time-optimal
condition which represents the sum of the layover times associated respectively to the outward and
return trips; αlt is the split rate of the total layover time between the outward and return trips; rtot [rtrt]
is the time required for recovery of primary delays during the outward [return] trips; ltTO

ot [ltTO
rt ] is the

layover time associated to the outward [return] trip which represents an additional time that a train
spends at the terminus waiting for the beginning of the return [outward] trip; CTplan is the planned
cycle time which represent the minimum time interval for a rail convoy to perform the outward trip,
prepare the convoy for the return trip, perform the return trip and prepare the convoy for the next
outward trip. The preparation phases for subsequent (i.e., return or outward) trips include the times for
recovery delays during trips (i.e., running and dwell time supplements), as well as their propagation
(i.e., buffer time), and inversion phases at the terminus.

Equation (1) expresses the physical relation between the planned headway, the number of adopted
rail convoys and the service cycle time. Indeed, having fixed the service cycle time CTserv, which
represents a physical quantity (i.e., the sum of times for providing a complete trip), the higher the
service frequency (i.e., the lower the planned headway Hplan), the higher the number of required rail
convoys NC.

Obviously, due to the intrinsic characteristics of a railway system which consists in the property
that a rail convoy has to observe a safety distance from the previous train, while the next train has
to keep a safe distance from the rail convoy in question, the variable NC has to be constrained with
a minimum and a maximum value, as shown by Constraint (2). Indeed, a smaller number of NCmin
does not allow the rail service to be performed (based on Hplan and CTplan values). Likewise, a larger
number of NCmax does not allow the safety distances between all trains to be guaranteed. The minimum
and the maximum number of rail convoys may be calculated according to Equations (5) and (6).

Condition (7) expresses the service cycle time CTserv as the sum of the planned cycle time CTplan
and the total layover time in the time-optimal condition TLTTO. Indeed, since the number of rail
convoys adopted, NC, has to assume integer values and the planned cycle time CTplan depends on train
operational times (i.e., running, dwell and inversion times) plus the additional times for recovering
delays (i.e., rtot and rtrt), for any planned headway Hplan, suitable layover times need to be adopted
(i.e., such as TLTTO) so that the service cycle time obtained, CTserv, satisfies Equation (1). According to
these assumptions, the value of term TLTTO may be calculated by means of Condition (8).

The total layover time TLTTO may be split into two contributions (i.e., ltTO
ot and ltTO

rt ) according
to the partition rate αlt, as shown by Equations (9) and (10). Generally speaking, αlt should belong
preliminarily to interval [1; 0]. However, since layover times (i.e., ltTO

ot and ltTO
rt ), as well as recovery

times (i.e., rtot and rtrt), represent stop conditions for a train, their values affect:

• the maximum and minimum value of term αlt according to Constraint (3);
• the minimum value of the feasible headway as shown by Condition (11).

Obviously, the minimum value of the headway (i.e., Hmin) has to be compared with the planned
headway (i.e., Hplan), by means of Constraint (4). However, Constraints (2)–(4) imply that not all service
configurations (i.e., a combination of Hplan and NC) may be considered feasible.

The capacity of the rail service may be calculated using the following equation:

Capserv = Captrain/Hplan (12)
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where Capserv is the capacity of the service expressed, for instance, in terms of passengers/hour;
Captrain is the capacity of the single rail convoy expressed, for instance, in terms of passengers/convoy.
In particular, Equation (12) implies that the higher the capacity of the single rail convoy (i.e., Captrain),
the higher the maximum number of passengers that may be carried in a time unit (i.e., Capserv).
Likewise, the higher the service frequency is (i.e., the lower the planned headway Hplan), the higher the
service capacity (i.e., Capserv).

2.2. Implementation of Energy-Saving Strategies (ESSs)

Implementation of Energy-Saving Strategies (ESSs) based on the definition of optimal driving
profiles is governed by the paradigm that a reduction in rail convoy performance provides a reduction
in energy requirements although it entails an increase in train running times. Therefore, it is necessary
to identify an optimal compromise between two opposing needs:

• service providers (i.e., infrastructure operators and/or rail service operators) who seek to minimise
energy consumption;

• service customers (i.e., passengers and/or logistic operators) who seek to minimise total travel times.

A partial balance of possible negative effects may generally be achieved by offsetting the increase
in running times by reducing lost and accessory times. Indeed, as described above, in defining train
travel times, two kinds of accessory times may be identified: recovery times (i.e., rtot and rtrt) and
layover times (i.e., ltTO

ot and ltTO
rt ). The former represents buffer times for recovery delays in travel

times due to:

• variability in the service condition of a rail convoy in terms of running, dwell and inversion times
(i.e., primary delays);

• interaction via the signalling system among the train considered and other rail convoys which
have different travel times from the planned ones (i.e., secondary delays).

The latter, i.e., layover times, express the time spent by a rail convoy waiting (generally at the red
signal of a station) for the departure time according to the planned timetable.

The above terms may be included in the total reserve time, which, according to International
Union of Railways (UIC) [45], represents the extra time adopted in the service definition for providing
a more stable and robust timetable. Hence, in order to preserve stability and robustness of the timetable,
as proposed by [31,44], it is necessary to consider only the layover time (i.e., TLTTO or, equivalently, its
components ltTO

ot and ltTO
rt ) as a reserve for offsetting increases in travel time due to the implementation

of Energy-Saving Strategies (ESSs).
In this context the optimal use of the reserve time may be achieved as follows:

^
yESS = arg min

yESS

ZESS
(
yESS, f , TT , RS , H , ESP

)
(13)

subject to:
[f , TT] = Λ1

(
yESS, f , TT , RS , H

)
(14)

yESS ∈ SyESS

(
RS , H , ESP

)
(15)

with:
ZESS

(
yESS, f , TT , RS , H , ESP

)
=

= UCG
(
yESS, f , TT , RS , H

)
+ EC

(
yESS, TT , RS , H , ESP

) (16)

where yESS is the vector of parameters of the implemented ESS;
^
yESS is the optimal value of yESS;

ZESS(·) is the objective function to be minimised; f is the vector of user flows; TT is the vector of
service parameters affected by the adopted ESS, such as running times; RS is the vector of rolling
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stock parameters, such as the rail convoy capacity, which is fixed in the implemented ESS; H is the
vector of service parameters not affected by the adopted ESS, such as headway, which is fixed in the
implemented ESS; ESP is the adopted policy for ESS implementation, which is fixed; Λ1(·) is the
assignment function; SyESS is the feasibility set of yESS; UCG(·) is a function which expresses the user
generalised cost; EC(·) is a function which expresses energy consumption.

Constraint (14) provides user flows on the network (i.e., f) and variable service parameters such
as train running times (i.e., TT) as a function of the implemented ESS (i.e., term yESS), passenger
flows (i.e., term f), variable service parameters (i.e., term TT), rolling stock features (i.e. term RS) and
constant rail service parameters (i.e., term H). Indeed, different ESSs may provide different travel
times and hence different mobility choices made by passengers. Likewise, the maximum number of
passengers able to board the first arriving train (i.e., the boarding flow) depends on the number of
passengers on the arriving train who remain on the train (i.e., the onboard flow) and who get off the
train (i.e., the alighting flow). Rolling stock features affect the maximum number of passengers able to
travel jointly on the same rail convoy. Finally, the timetable affects passenger flows since a different
headway between two successive runs would provide a different number of passengers waiting at
a station platform, as well as different mobility choices.

Constraint (15) provides the feasibility set of ESS implementation depending on the rolling stock
(RS), rail service parameters (H) and the adopted policy (ESP).

Finally, according to Equation (16) the optimal solution entails minimisation of passenger travel
costs (i.e., monetarisation of running and waiting times plus possible monetary costs) together with
minimisation of the energy consumed which may depend on the policy adopted, such as the use of
energy recovery devices.

2.3. Management of Rolling Stock Unavailability

Rolling stock unavailability, which represents the main focus of this contribution, depends on the
operational scheme considered. Indeed, in the case of a passenger rail convoy, two kinds of rolling
stock configurations may be identified:

• traditional rail convoys based on locomotives hauling passenger carriages, as shown in Figure 1;
• railcar convoys based on self-propelled rail vehicles designed to transport passengers which may

also travel coupled in multiple units, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Rolling stock configuration 1: locomotive hauling passenger carriages.

Figure 2. Rolling stock configuration 2: railcars coupled in multiple units.

In the first case (i.e., traditional rail convoys), the unavailability may be related to passenger
units or locomotive units. In the case of passenger carriage unavailability where all rail convoys
have at least one passenger carriage (see Figure 3b), the number of rail convoys NC, as well as the
planned headway Hplan, may be preserved. But a reduction in train capacity of at least one rail convoy
entails a reduction in service capacity, Capserv, which, in turn, may mean even in ordinary conditions
(i.e., without any implementation of ESS) that some passengers may not be able to board the first
arriving train arriving, with the direct consequence of an increase in waiting times. In the case of
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locomotive unavailability, the number of operating rail convoys is generally reduced (see Figure 3c).
It entails a reduction in the term NC which, by means of Equation (1), leads to an increase in planned
headway Hplan (or equivalently a reduction in service frequency) and hence a reduction in service
capacity Capserv using Equation (12). In this case, passengers may experience the following:

• an increase in waiting time due to the increase in headway;
• an increase in crowding levels due to the increase in headway since the number of passengers

waiting on the station platform may be calculated as the product between the passenger arrival
rate and the service headway (obviously, in the case of variable arrival rate, the above product has
to be properly integrated);

• an increase in the probability of not being able to board the first train arriving due to the increase
in train occupancy (the service has lower capacity levels Capserv) and an increase in the number of
passengers waiting (to board) on the platform. Obviously, in the event of not being able to board
the first train, passenger waiting time increases.

Figure 3. Service schemes in the case of rolling stock configuration 1: (a) ordinary service;
(b) passenger carriage unavailability; (c) locomotive unavailability without carriage reuse; (d) locomotive
unavailability with carriage reuse.

The above negative effects may be partially smoothed, as shown in Figure 3d, by using passenger
carriages of the faulty train to increase the number of carriages of the operating trains. Obviously, this
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measure is applicable only if the railway systems (tow ability of locomotives, size of platform/stations,
block sections/signalling systems, etc.) allow longer trains to be adopted.

Indeed, in this case, although a smaller number of rail convoys NC means greater planned headway
Hplan and hence an increase in waiting times, an increase in train capacity (Captrain) may preserve the
service capacity Capserv, thereby avoiding the increase in the number of non-boarding passengers.

On the other hand, concerning the railcar configuration, rolling stock unavailability in the case of
a non-intervention strategy (see Figure 4b) entails a reduction in the number of operating rail convoys
NC which, by using Equation (1), implies an increase in planned headway Hplan (or equivalently
a reduction in service frequency) and hence a reduction in service capacity Capserv by means of Equation
(12). This condition, as in the case of a traditional train configuration described in Figure 3c, may have
adverse effects on passengers in terms of waiting times, crowding levels and number of non-boarding
passengers on the first train arriving.

Figure 4. Service schemes in the case of rolling stock configuration 1: (a) ordinary service; (b) railcar
unavailability without any intervention; (c) railcar unavailability with intervention for keeping the
number of rail convoys unchanged; (d) railcar unavailability with intervention to increase the number
of rail convoys.
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In this case, the main intervention for smoothing negative effects is based on reducing the train
length by one or more convoys in order to increase the number of operating rail convoys. In particular,
two conditions may be identified:

• the number of operating rail convoys NC is restored (see Figure 4c) so that the planned headway
Hplan is also restored, according to Equation (1). In this case, passenger waiting time tends to
remain unchanged. Obviously, since the service capacity Capserv is reduced (due to a reduction in
train capacity Captrain), some passengers may not be able to board the first rail convoy arriving,
thereby experiencing an increase in waiting time;

• the number of operating convoys NC is increased (see Figure 4d) with respect to the ordinary
condition (shown in Figure 4a). In this case, the planned headway Hplan may be reduced according
to Equation (1), with the subsequent reduction in passenger waiting times. Obviously, more
frequent trains lead to a reduction in crowding levels on platforms. However, as regards the
service capacity Capserv being calculated with Equation (12), neither a reduction nor an increase
can be stated a priori, but a proper simulation model is required for determining its value.

As shown by [20], disruption management may be formulated as a constrained optimisation
problem. Our proposal consists of adopting the solution framework proposed by [20] and adapting it
in the case of rolling stock unavailability, that is:

^
yDM = arg min

yDM

ZDM
(
yDM, f , TT , H

(
yDM

)
, DC

)
(17)

subject to:
[f , H] = Λ2

(
yDM, f , TT , H

(
yDM

)
, DC

)
(18)

yDM ∈ SyDM
(DC) (19)

with:
ZDM

(
yDM, f , TT , H

(
yDM

)
, DC

)
=

= UGC
(
yDM, f , TT , H

(
yDM

)
, DC

)
+ FTC

(
yDM, f , TT , H

(
yDM

)
, DC

) (20)

where yDM is the vector of the strategy implemented to manage the disruption;
^
yESS is the optimal

value of yDM; ZDM(·) is the objective function to be minimised; f is the vector of user flows perfectly
identical to that defined in Equations (13)–(16); TT is the vector of service parameters, such as
running times, which are unaffected by the intervention strategy adopted, unlike the case described by
Equations (13)–(16); H(·) is the vector of service parameters which are affected by the intervention
strategy adopted, unlike the case described by Equations (13)–(16); DC is the disruption context, which
represents rolling stock unavailability; Λ2(·) is the assignment function; SyDM

is the feasibility set of
yDM; UGC(·) is a function which expresses user generalised cost and is the same as that described in
Equation (16); FTC(·) is a function which expresses the transport firm’s total cost.

Constraint (18) is theoretically the same as that described by Equation (14), i.e., function Λ2(·) is the
same as function Λ1(·). The main difference concerns the constant and variable terms: in function (14),
parameters such as planned headway (described by H), as well as the rolling stock features (described
by RS), are fixed while parameters such as running times (described by TT) are variable and have
to be calculated using the assignment function Λ1(·). By contrast, in function (18), parameters such
as running times are fixed (described by TT) while parameters such as planned headway (described
by H) are variable and have to be calculated through the assignment function Λ2(·). In particular,
in this second case, the rolling stock features have to be considered as variables and included in
elements of the vector yDM (i.e., RS ⊂ yDM). However, it is worth noting that, in order to provide
a realistic simulation (also in terms of energy-saving strategy implementation) in the case of rail system
disruptions, as widely shown by [20,22], Constraint (18) has to consider that:
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• if passengers at a station platform are not able to board the first arriving train, they have to wait
for the subsequent trains by increasing considerably their waiting time [20];

• if this increase in waiting time exceeds certain thresholds, users can choose to leave the rail system
to utilise a different transportation system [22].

Constraint (19) provides the feasibility set of the intervention strategies yDM depending on the
disruption scenario DC considered, as described by Figures 3 and 4.

Finally, according to Equation (20), the optimal intervention solution envisages a minimisation of
passenger travel costs (i.e., monetarisation of running and waiting times plus possible monetary costs)
together with a minimisation of the total costs of the railway service company, which may depend on
the intervention policy adopted.

2.4. Joint Management of Rolling Stock Unavailability and ESS Implementation

A further advancement provided in the current paper consists in proposing a methodology
for determining the optimal intervention strategy in the case of rolling stock unavailability in the
presence of ESS implementation. In particular, our proposal consists of providing a bilevel optimisation
framework where:

• the upper level defines the optimal intervention strategy in the case of rolling stock unavailability,
as formulated by Equations (17)–(20);

• the lower level is the implementation of an energy-saving strategy which jointly minimises the
user generalised cost and energy consumption, as formulated by Equations (13)–(16);

Obviously, each optimisation level has to satisfy service frequency constraints, described by
Equations (1)–(11).

A synopsis of the proposed bilevel approach is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Framework of the proposed bilevel optimisation problem.

3. Application to a Regional Railway Line

In order to show the utility and feasibility of the proposed approach, we applied it in the case of
an Italian regional rail line: the Naples–Sorrento line. This line in southern Italy connects the regional
capital (i.e., Naples) with its eastern metropolitan area as far as Sorrento. The main features of the line
can be found in [44]. However, the service is performed by railcars called Metrostar (also known as
ETR 200) ([46,47]), the capacity of which is 450 passengers, which may be coupled with up to three
multiple units, reaching a capacity of 1350 passengers/train.
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The first part of the line was inaugurated in 1884. In the following years, the line was gradually
extended until 1948, when the town of Sorrento was reached by the service. The current line length is
42.6 km.

Our application was based on the following assumption: the rolling stock consists of 27 railcars,
generally coupled in triple-header units. Hence the initial scenario is based on the use of nine
rail convoys.

In order to identify the feasibility service configurations, we first considered all combinations
of planned headways Hplan and number of rail convoys NC which jointly satisfy Equations (1)–(11).
These values are shown in Table 1 and Figure 6. In the case of planned headways between 26.5 and
27.5 min, two different feasible configurations may be identified. Moreover, a preliminary result is
that only configurations based on a number of rail convoys belonging to the interval [6,13] may be
considered feasible.

Table 1. Feasible service configurations.

Hplan (min) 12.5 13.5 14.5 15.0 16.0 16.5 17.0 18.0 18.5 19.0 19.5 20.0

NC (#) 13 12 11 11 10 10 10 9 9 9 9 8

Hplan (min) 20.5 21.0 21.5 22.0 22.5 23.0 23.5 24.0 24.5 25.0 25.5 26.0

NC (#) 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

Hplan (min) 26.5 26.5 27.0 27.0 27.5 27.5 28.0 28.5 29.0 29.5 30.0

NC (#) 7 6 7 6 7 6 6 6 6 6 6

Figure 6. Feasible service configurations.

A first analysis was performed by adopting coupled schemes (in terms of single-header,
double-header and triple-header rail convoys) allowing the use of the ordinary rolling stock endowment
(i.e., 27 railcars) to be maximised. By combining all feasible coupled schemes with the feasible number
of trains (i.e., interval [6,13]), we obtained the rolling stock scenarios shown in Table 2. Although the
current service is implemented by adopting nine triple-header rail convoys, we considered 18 further
rolling stock configurations.
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Table 2. Feasible rolling stock combinations in ordinary conditions.

Rolling
Stock

Scenario

Single-Header
Convoys

Double-Header
Convoys

Triple-Header
Convoys

Total Rail
Convoys

Number of
Railcars

A1 0 0 9 9 27
A2 3 0 8 11 27
A3 1 1 8 10 27
A4 0 3 7 10 27
A5 2 2 7 11 27
A6 4 1 7 12 27
A7 6 0 7 13 27
A8 1 4 6 11 27
A9 3 3 6 12 27

A10 5 2 6 13 27
A11 0 6 5 11 27
A12 2 5 5 12 27
A13 4 4 5 13 27
A14 1 7 4 12 27
A15 3 6 4 13 27
A16 0 9 3 12 27
A17 2 8 3 13 27
A18 1 10 2 13 27
A19 0 12 1 13 27

By combining all feasible rolling stock combinations (shown in Table 2) with the feasible service
configuration (shown in Table 1), we then identified 30 different service configurations implementable
under ordinary conditions, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Service configurations implementable in ordinary conditions.

Service
Configuration

Scenario

Rolling Stock
Scenario

Hplan
(min)

NC
(#)

TLTTO

(min)
Capserv
(pax/h)

OS1 A1 18.0 9 3.55 4500
OS2 A1 18.5 9 8.05 4378
OS3 A1 19.0 9 12.55 4263
OS4 A1 19.5 9 17.05 4154
OS5 A2 14.5 11 1.05 4571
OS6 A2 15.0 11 6.55 4418
OS7 A3 16.0 10 1.55 4556
OS8 A3 16.5 10 6.55 4418
OS9 A3 17.0 10 11.55 4288
OS10 A4 16.0 10 1.55 4556
OS11 A4 16.5 10 6.55 4418
OS12 A4 17.0 10 11.55 4288
OS13 A5 14.5 11 1.05 4571
OS14 A5 15.0 11 6.55 4418
OS15 A6 13.5 12 3.55 4500
OS16 A7 12.5 13 4.05 4486
OS17 A8 14.5 11 1.05 4571
OS18 A8 15.0 11 6.55 4418
OS19 A9 13.5 12 3.55 4500
OS20 A10 12.5 13 4.05 4486
OS21 A11 14.5 11 1.05 4571
OS22 A11 15.0 11 6.55 4418
OS23 A12 13.5 12 3.55 4500
OS24 A13 12.5 13 4.05 4486
OS25 A14 13.5 12 3.55 4500
OS26 A15 12.5 13 4.05 4486
OS27 A16 13.5 12 3.55 4500
OS28 A17 12.5 13 4.05 4486
OS29 A18 12.5 13 4.05 4486
OS30 A19 12.5 13 4.05 4486

The red row identifies the worst service configuration; the green rows identify the better service configurations.
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The current service rolling stock scenario, indicated in Table 2 as A1, may be implemented
according to four different operational configurations, indicated in Table 3 as OS1, OS2, OS3 and OS4.
Since the rail convoy capacity is 1350 passengers/train, OS4 represents the worst service configuration as
it is based on the highest planned headway (i.e., the lowest service frequency). However, by considering
all feasible operational schemes, the highest capacity may be achieved in the case of OS5, OS13, OS17
and OS21, where it amounts to 4571 passengers/hour per direction, while the lowest capacity is
achieved in the case of OS4, amounting to 4154 passengers/hour per direction.

In Table 3, the worst service configuration is highlighted in red, while the better ones are
highlighted in green.

Each service scenario was appropriately simulated in the case of the time-optimal strategy
(i.e., all rail convoys were considered at maximum performance levels). Obviously, although this
approach entails minimum travel (i.e., running and waiting) times for passengers, it requires maximum
energy consumption. Simulation results are indicated in Table 4 where performance parameters were
calculated as follows:

Average passenger running time [min/pax] =
∑

iprti/npax (21)

Average passenger waiting time [min/pax] =
∑

ipwti/npax (22)

Daily runs [railcars-km] =
∑

jnrailcars , j ·
(
not

runs , j · Lot + nrt
runs , j · Lrt

)
(23)

Average objective function value [€/pax] = ZESS/npax (24)

where prti is the running time (i.e., the time spent on the train) associated to the i-th passenger; i is the
index identifying the i-th passenger; npax is the total number of passengers; pwti is the waiting time
(i.e., the time spent on the station platform waiting to board the train) associated to the i-th passenger;
nrailcars , j is the number of railcars of the j-th rail convoy; j is the j-th rail convoy; not

runs , j [nrt
runs , j] is

the number of the outward [return] runs travelled in a day by the j-th rail convoy; Lot [Lrt] is the trip
length of the outward [return] run; ZESS is the objective function adopted in the lower-level problem
(i.e., identification of the optimal ESS) being calculated as shown in Equation (16). Obviously, daily
energy consumption represents parameter EC(·) in Equation (16).

Our numerical results show that all the scenarios have no reductions in speed limits
(i.e., the maximum speed of 90 km/h for both directions) and the same average running time of
32.2 min. The main differences concern waiting times (directly depending on planned headway Hplan)
and daily energy consumption (directly depending on daily runs). The worst scenario is OS4 which,
although it does not require the maximum energy consumption, experiences the maximum passenger
waiting time (average of 9.8 min) and the highest value of the objective function (average of €5.032).
Likewise, the optimal scenarios are OS16, OS20, OS24, OS26, OS28, OS29 and OS30 which, despite not
requiring minimum energy consumption, benefit from minimum passenger waiting time (average of
6.2 min), implying the lowest value of the objective function (average of €4.322). Finally, although the
current scenario (based on rolling stock configuration A1) allows the adoption of uniform vehicles
(i.e., all trains consisting in triple-header convoys), it does not represent the best solution. Rather,
it presents the worst results in the case of service configuration OS4.
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Table 4. Operational parameters in the case of the time-optimal strategy (ordinary conditions).

Service
Configuration

Scenario

Speed
Limit in the

Outward/Return
Trip

(km/h)

Average
Passenger

Running/Waiting
Time

(min/pax)

Daily
Runs

(Railcars-km)

Daily
Energy

Consumption
(MWh/day)

Average
Objective
Function

Value
(€/pax)

OS1 90 / 90 32.2 / 9.0 13,541 62.82 4.901
OS2 90 / 90 32.2 / 9.2 13,157 61.08 4.937
OS3 90 / 90 32.2 / 9.5 12,774 59.27 4.978
OS4 90 / 90 32.2 / 9.8 12,519 58.08 5.032
OS5 90 / 90 32.2 / 7.2 13,692 63.55 4.536
OS6 90 / 90 32.2 / 7.5 13,274 61.61 4.578
OS7 90 / 90 32.2 / 8.0 13,796 64.01 4.695
OS8 90 / 90 32.2 / 8.2 13,336 61.88 4.733
OS9 90 / 90 32.2 / 8.5 12,876 59.74 4.772
OS10 90 / 90 32.2 / 8.0 13,796 64.01 4.695
OS11 90 / 90 32.2 / 8.2 13,336 61.88 4.733
OS12 90 / 90 32.2 / 8.5 12,876 59.74 4.772
OS13 90 / 90 32.2 / 7.2 13,692 63.55 4.536
OS14 90 / 90 32.2 / 7.5 13,274 61.61 4.578
OS15 90 / 90 32.2 / 6.7 13,604 63.12 4.429
OS16 90 / 90 32.2 / 6.2 13,442 62.37 4.322
OS17 90 / 90 32.2 / 7.2 13,692 63.55 4.536
OS18 90 / 90 32.2 / 7.5 13,274 61.61 4.578
OS19 90 / 90 32.2 / 6.7 13,604 63.12 4.429
OS20 90 / 90 32.2 / 6.2 13,442 62.37 4.322
OS21 90 / 90 32.2 / 7.2 13,692 63.55 4.536
OS22 90 / 90 32.2 / 7.5 13,274 61.61 4.578
OS23 90 / 90 32.2 / 6.7 13,604 63.12 4.429
OS24 90 / 90 32.2 / 6.2 13,442 62.37 4.322
OS25 90 / 90 32.2 / 6.7 13,604 63.12 4.429
OS26 90 / 90 32.2 / 6.2 13,442 62.37 4.322
OS27 90 / 90 32.2 / 6.7 13,604 63.12 4.429
OS28 90 / 90 32.2 / 6.2 13,442 62.37 4.322
OS29 90 / 90 32.2 / 6.2 13,442 62.37 4.322
OS30 90 / 90 32.2 / 6.2 13,442 62.37 4.322

The red row identifies the worst service configuration; the green rows identify the better service configurations.

In Table 4, the worst scenario is highlighted in red, while the optimal ones are highlighted in green.
In order to implement the proposed methodology for any service scenario, we carried out

energy-saving optimisation, according to Equations (13)–(16), by adopting the following assumptions
(i.e., parameters described by vector ESP):

• the adopted Energy Saving Strategy (ESS) consists in imposing a single speed limit for the outward
trip and a single speed limit for the return trip;

• all runs are subjected to the same speed limits;
• the increase in travel times is offset by a reduction in layover times so as to maintain

service headway;
• speed limits are imposed so as to maximise the use of layover time (i.e., minimising total

energy consumption);
• no energy recovery systems/devices are considered;
• the total layover time may be freely divided between the outward and return trips, according to

the theoretical approach proposed by [32].

With the above assumptions, the design variable of the problem (i.e., vector yESS) may be expressed
as follows:

yESS =
[
αlt , vlim

ot , vlim
rt

] T
(25)

where αlt is the split rate of the total layover time between the outward and return trips (as defined in
Section 2.1); vlim

ot [vlim
rt ] is the speed limit applied to the outward trip (ot) [return trip (rt)].
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Simulation results are reported in Table 5, with CO2 reduction being calculated as follows:

CO2reduction[t/day] =
(
ECTO

− ECESS
)
· γCO2 (26)

where ECTO [ECESS] is the energy consumption in the case of a time-optimal strategy [energy saving
strategy (ESS)]; γCO2 is the coefficient which yields energy reductions in terms of CO2 emissions.
In particular, by adopting the approach proposed by [48], which analyses CO2 emissions in Italy,
the term γCO2 was considered equal to 0.4889 tons/MWh.

Table 5. Operational parameters in the case of an energy-saving strategy (ordinary conditions).

Service
Configuration

Scenario

Speed
Limit in the

Outward/Return
Trip

(km/h)

Total
Layover

Time
Used
(min)

Average
Passenger

Running/Waiting
Time

(min/pax)

Daily
Energy

Consumed
(MWh/day)

CO2
Reduction

(t/day)

Average
Objective
Function

Value
(€/pax)

OS1 70 / 71 3.33 32.9 / 9.0 50.68 5.94 4.894
OS2 58 / 69 7.48 33.8 / 9.2 42.91 8.58 4.975
OS3 53 / 63 11.77 34.8 / 9.5 37.89 10.45 5.079
OS4 46 / 66 16.00 35.8 / 9.8 35.18 10.62 5.207
OS5 77 / 82 0.93 32.4 / 7.2 57.93 2.75 4.521
OS6 62 / 68 6.08 33.5 / 7.5 44.68 8.03 4.597
OS7 79 / 76 1.43 32.5 / 8.0 56.60 3.37 4.681
OS8 67 / 63 6.03 33.5 / 8.2 45.01 8.00 4.751
OS9 62 / 55 10.87 34.6 / 8.5 38.20 10.28 4.854

OS10 79 / 76 1.43 32.5 / 8.0 56.60 3.37 4.681
OS11 67 / 63 6.03 33.5 / 8.2 45.01 8.00 4.751
OS12 62 / 55 10.87 34.6 / 8.5 38.20 10.28 4.854
OS13 77 / 82 0.93 32.4 / 7.2 57.93 2.75 4.521
OS14 62 / 68 6.08 33.5 / 7.5 44.68 8.03 4.597
OS15 71 / 70 3.37 32.9 / 6.7 50.65 5.89 4.422
OS16 71 / 68 3.77 33.0 / 6.2 49.55 6.27 4.320
OS17 77 / 82 0.93 32.4 / 7.2 57.93 2.75 4.521
OS18 62 / 68 6.08 33.5 / 7.5 44.68 8.03 4.597
OS19 71 / 70 3.37 32.9 / 6.7 50.65 5.89 4.422
OS20 71 / 68 3.77 33.0 / 6.2 49.55 6.27 4.320
OS21 77 / 82 0.93 32.4 / 7.2 57.93 2.75 4.521
OS22 62 / 68 6.08 33.5 / 7.5 44.68 8.03 4.597
OS23 71 / 70 3.37 32.9 / 6.7 50.65 5.89 4.422
OS24 71 / 68 3.77 33.0 / 6.2 49.55 6.27 4.320
OS25 71 / 70 3.37 32.9 / 6.7 50.65 5.89 4.422
OS26 71 / 68 3.77 33.0 / 6.2 49.55 6.27 4.320
OS27 71 / 70 3.37 32.9 / 6.7 50.65 5.89 4.422
OS28 71 / 68 3.77 33.0 / 6.2 49.55 6.27 4.320
OS29 71 / 68 3.77 33.0 / 6.2 49.55 6.27 4.320
OS30 71 / 68 3.77 33.0 / 6.2 49.55 6.27 4.320

The red row identifies the worst service configuration; the green rows identify the better service configurations.

The main result is that the proposed approach allows average waiting times to be kept invariable
(as can be seen by comparing Table 4 with Table 5). In this case, the reduction in the speed limit entails
an increase in passenger running time and a reduction in energy consumption (as well as a reduction
in CO2 emissions). Hence the optimal definition of parameter αlt allows the objective function value to
be minimised.

The maximum value of the objective function is achieved in the case of scenario OS4, while
the minimum value in the case of scenarios OS16, OS20, OS24, OS26, OS26, OS28, OS29 and OS30.
In Table 5, the worst scenario is highlighted in red, while the optimal ones are highlighted in green.

However, in order to analyse the effects of ESS implementation, we compared the objective
function of each operative scenario with a before-after approach where the ‘before’ condition represents
the time-optimal strategy and the ‘after’ condition represents the ESS implementation. These results
are shown in Table 6 (obtained by comparing data from Tables 3–5), where increases in objective
functions (i.e., negative effects in the case of ESS implementation) are indicated in red, while reductions
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(i.e., positive effects in the case of ESS implementation) are shown in green. However, the main result
is that:

• if a rolling stock scenario can be implemented with a single service configuration, ESS
implementation will provide a reduction in objective function value;

• if a rolling stock scenario can be implemented with more than one service configuration, only
that with the lower planned headway (i.e., term Hplan) will yield a reduction in objective function
value, while the other scenarios will result in an increase in objective function value.

Table 6. Objective function variations in ordinary conditions.

Service
Configuration

Scenario

Rolling
Stock

Scenario

Hplan
(min)

NC
(#)

Average
Objective
Function

Value (TO)
(€/pax)

Average
Objective
Function

Value (ESS)
(€/pax)

Objective
Function
Variation

(%)

OS1 A1 18.0 9 4.901 4.894 −0.144%
OS2 A1 18.5 9 4.937 4.975 0.769%
OS3 A1 19.0 9 4.978 5.079 2.023%
OS4 A1 19.5 9 5.032 5.207 3.483%
OS5 A2 14.5 11 4.536 4.521 −0.330%
OS6 A2 15.0 11 4.578 4.597 0.404%
OS7 A3 16.0 10 4.695 4.681 −0.306%
OS8 A3 16.5 10 4.733 4.751 0.379%
OS9 A3 17.0 10 4.772 4.854 1.713%
OS10 A4 16.0 10 4.695 4.681 −0.306%
OS11 A4 16.5 10 4.733 4.751 0.379%
OS12 A4 17.0 10 4.772 4.854 1.713%
OS13 A5 14.5 11 4.536 4.521 −0.330%
OS14 A5 15.0 11 4.578 4.597 0.404%
OS15 A6 13.5 12 4.429 4.422 −0.147%
OS16 A7 12.5 13 4.322 4.320 −0.055%
OS17 A8 14.5 11 4.536 4.521 −0.330%
OS18 A8 15.0 11 4.578 4.597 0.404%
OS19 A9 13.5 12 4.429 4.422 −0.147%
OS20 A10 12.5 13 4.322 4.320 −0.055%
OS21 A11 14.5 11 4.536 4.521 −0.330%
OS22 A11 15.0 11 4.578 4.597 0.404%
OS23 A12 13.5 12 4.429 4.422 −0.147%
OS24 A13 12.5 13 4.322 4.320 −0.055%
OS25 A14 13.5 12 4.429 4.422 −0.147%
OS26 A15 12.5 13 4.322 4.320 −0.055%
OS27 A16 13.5 12 4.429 4.422 −0.147%
OS28 A17 12.5 13 4.322 4.320 −0.055%
OS29 A18 12.5 13 4.322 4.320 −0.055%
OS30 A19 12.5 13 4.322 4.320 −0.055%

The red rows identify the increases in objective function; the green rows identify the decreases in objective function.

A relevant observation is that rail system operators should adopt, for any rolling stock scenario,
only the service scenario with the lowest planned headway, so as to maximise the use of resources.

The second part of the application consisted of introducing the disruption element. We considered
a perturbed scenario based on the unavailability of a triple-header rail convoy, so that the total number
of operating railcars becomes 24. By way of illustration and for the sake of clarity, what follows is
limited to considering only one rolling stock scenario with eight triple-header rail convoys, while
complete analysis taking into account all feasible configurations has been shifted to Appendix A.

By analysing the feasible service configurations in the case of eight trains according to Table 1,
we obtain six different configurations, as shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. Service configurations implementable in disrupted conditions.

Service
Configuration

Scenario

Rolling Stock
Scenario

Hplan
(min)

NC
(#)

TLTTO

(min)
Capserv
(pax/h)

DS1 8 triple-header trains 20.0 8 1.55 4050
DS2 8 triple-header trains 20.5 8 5.55 3951
DS3 8 triple-header trains 21.0 8 9.55 3857
DS4 8 triple-header trains 21.5 8 13.55 3767
DS5 8 triple-header trains 22.0 8 17.55 3682
DS6 8 triple-header trains 22.5 8 21.55 3600

Each service configuration in disrupted conditions was implemented by assuming that the railway
service operator may implement three different intervention strategies:

(1) all trains are operated by avoiding any ESS implementation (i.e., all services are performed in
time-optimal condition);

(2) all trains are operated by implementing a suitable ESS (i.e., all speed limits are recalculated and
applied according to the new rolling stock availability);

(3) all trains are operated by implementing an inappropriate ESS consisting of the speed limits
adopted in ordinary conditions (i.e., the railway service operator is unable to update the speed
limits promptly).

With the above assumptions, the design variable of the lower level problem is:

yESS =
[
αlt , vlim

ot , vlim
rt

] T
(27)

and the design variable of the upper-level problem is:

yDM ∈ SyDM
= DS× IS (28)

where DS is the vector of the six service configuration scenarios listed in Table 7, that is:

DS = [DS1 , DS2 , DS3 , DS4 , DS5, DS6] T (29)

and IS is the vector of the above three intervention strategies, that is:

IS = [1 , 2 , 3] T (30)

Hence, the feasibility set SyDM
, consisting of 18 elements, may be expressed as follows:

SyDM
=


DS1− 1 , DS2 − 1 , DS3− 1 , DS4− 1 , DS5− 1 , DS6− 1
DS1− 2 , DS2 − 2 , DS3− 2 , DS4− 2 , DS5− 2 , DS6− 2
DS1− 3 , DS2 − 3 , DS3− 3 , DS4− 3 , DS5− 3 , DS6− 3


T

(31)

Moreover, in the case of intervention strategy 3, a rescheduled service may be considered feasible
only if the total layover time associated to that scenario (i.e., corresponding TLTTO value) is no lower
than the layover time used in the ordinary condition. Indeed, the adoption of non-updatable speed
limits imposes the use of a greater layover time than that effectively available in the disrupted condition,
which means that Equations (1)–(11) are no longer satisfied and the frequency-based features of the
service cannot be preserved. Hence, element DS1-3 has to be considered unfeasible, that is:

DS1− 3 = Φ (32)
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since the TLTTO in the case of scenario DS1 is 1.55 min, while the layover time used in the reference
scenario (scenario OS1 in Table 5) is 3.33 min.

However, due to the limited number of feasible solutions, this kind of problem may be solved by
adopting an exhaustive approach (details can be found in [22]).

Numerical results, obtained by considering that the ordinary service is implemented by using
nine triple-header rail convoys, are shown in Tables 8 and 9, grouped by intervention strategy.
In particular, Table 8 provides objective function values for any service configuration scenario and for
any intervention strategy. Likewise, Table 9 allows for variation in the objective function with respect
to the ESS applied in the current condition (i.e., nine triple-header rail convoys).

Table 8. Intervention scenario evaluation in disrupted conditions.

Service
Configuration

Scenario

Hplan
(min)

NC
(#)

Average Objective
Function Value
(Time-Optimal)

(€/pax)

Average Objective
Function Value

(Optimised ESS)
€/pax)

Average Objective
Function Value

(Non-Optimised
ESS)

(€/pax)

DS1 20.0 8 5.071 5.060 unfeasible
DS2 20.5 8 5.119 5.135 5.120
DS3 21.0 8 5.163 5.224 5.165
DS4 21.5 8 5.209 5.226 5.212
DS5 22.0 8 5.251 5.426 5.255
DS6 22.5 8 5.300 5.545 5.304

Table 9. Intervention scenario improvements in disrupted conditions.

Service
Configuration

Scenario

Hplan
(min)

N
(#)

Variation in
Average

Objective
Function Value
(Time Optimal)

(%)

Variation in
Average

Objective
Function Value

(Optimised ESS)
(%)

Variation in
Average

Objective
Function Value

(Non-Optimised
ESS)
(%)

DS1 20.0 8 3.61% 3.39% unfeasible
DS2 20.5 8 4.60% 4.93% 4.62%
DS3 21.0 8 5.51% 6.74% 5.54%
DS4 21.5 8 6.43% 6.78% 6.49%
DS5 22.0 8 7.29% 10.87% 7.38%
DS6 22.5 8 8.29% 13.31% 8.38%

Upon analysing the simulation results, we obtain that the optimal solution is the scenario DS1
with a suitable implementation of ESS, that is:

^
yDM = DS1− 1 (33)

The main observations are:

• the disrupted condition always yields an increase in objective function value regardless of the
strategy adopted due to the discomfort imposed upon passengers;

• the adoption of the optimised ESS always yields an increase in the objective function with respect
to the time-optimal condition, except in the case of the lowest planned headway (i.e. scenario DS1);

• the adoption of ESS in the case of nonoptimised speed limits (i.e., the optimal value being
calculated in the case of ordinary conditions) always yields an increase in the objective function.

Hence, the main recommendation for the railway service operator in the case of disruption,
if speed limits cannot be adjusted for energy-saving reasons, is to remove all limitations (i.e., implement
the service in time-optimal conditions) in order to minimise adverse impacts on passengers.
Such an intervention strategy allows all service configurations to be implemented, even those with the
lowest planned headway, without any limitation due to the availability of total layover time associated
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to that scenario, so as to minimise passenger waiting times (directly depending on planned headway
Hplan). Finally, it is worth implementing an ESS only in the case of the lowest planned headway.

However, a substantial result is that taking passenger costs into account in ESS implementation
shows that, in disruption conditions, it is almost always better to give up energy-saving rather than
further worsen the travel conditions of passengers.

4. Conclusions and Research Prospects

In this paper, we investigated the implementation of energy-saving strategies (ESS) in the
case of constraints in rail rolling stock availability. We analysed the unavailability of rail convoys
in a railcar configuration and adopted mitigating interventions consisting in (i) all services being
performed in time-optimal conditions; (ii) all services being performed by customising speed limits
(i.e., the energy-saving strategy) to the new rolling stock availability; (iii) all services being performed
by implementing speed limits adopted in ordinary conditions (i.e., pre-disruption configuration),
without updating them according to new rolling stock availability.

The main results showed that, since for each fleet composition it is possible to identify different
service configuration scenarios, the optimal strategy always consists in adopting the lowest planned
headway. Moreover, in the case of disruption conditions due to rolling stock unavailability,
the implementation of ESS is conditional upon the ability of the system manager to update the
speed limits in real time. Indeed, if the railway service operator is unable to update speed limits
according to the new requirement dictated by the limited rolling-stock configuration, the adoption of
a time-optimal condition may represent the winning strategy. On the other hand, in the case of real-time
recalculation of speed limits, the implementation of an ESS may provide better results (with respect to
the time-optimal) only if the lowest planned headway is adopted.

The stochasticity of the involved variables was considered by adopting proper buffer times for
recovering delays. Obviously, a more precise analysis could be developed by using sensitivity analysis
techniques (see, for instance, [49]).

Finally, in terms of future research, we propose to analyse different energy-saving measures
(such as those based on the use of costing and/or regenerative braking phases) and extend simulation
results, as well as the objective function formulation, by allowing for effects of replanning on the
primary distribution power grid.
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Appendix A

In this Appendix, we extend the disruption results obtained in Section 3 by considering all feasible
combinations (in terms of single-header, double-header and triple-header rail convoys) which maximise
the use of 24 railcars (disrupted rolling stock endowment), jointly with the feasible number of trains
(i.e., interval [6; 13]) as shown in Table A1. In all, we considered 25 rolling stock configurations.

Also in the case of disruption conditions, we combined all feasible rolling stock combinations
(shown in Table A1) with the feasible service configuration (shown in Table 1), by identifying 49 different
service configurations implementable in disrupted conditions, as shown in Table A2.

Each service configuration in disrupted condition was implemented according to the three intervention
strategies described in Section 3. Importantly, also in this case, some elements of SyDMare unfeasible due
to TLTTO values lower than 3.33 min since the non-updatable speed limits require higher TLTTO values.
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Numerical results, shown in Tables A3 and A4, provide a very similar outcome to the simplified
case (i.e., all railcars are coupled in triple-header convoys) described in Section 3. In Tables A3 and A4,
the worst result is shown in red, while the optimal results are indicated in green.

However, a further substantial result is that, in the case of high frequency services (i.e., planned
headways equal to 12.5 min), the impact of disruption is so smoothed that even in the case of
non-updatable speed limits we obtain lower objective function values (i.e., 4.286 €/pax) even with respect
to the ordinary condition (i.e., OS20, OS24, OS26, OS28, OS29 and OS30). Obviously, the elimination of
any energy policy allows for further reduction in the objective function (i.e., 4.282 €/pax).

Table A1. Feasible rolling stock combinations in disrupted conditions.

Rolling
Stock

Scenario

Single-Header
Convoys

Double-Header
Convoys

Triple-Header
Convoys

Total Rail
Convoys

Number of
Railcars

B1 0 0 8 8 24
B2 1 1 7 9 24
B3 3 0 7 10 24
B4 0 3 6 9 24
B5 2 2 6 10 24
B6 4 1 6 11 24
B7 6 0 6 12 24
B8 1 4 5 10 24
B9 3 3 5 11 24

B10 5 2 5 12 24
B11 7 1 5 13 24
B12 0 6 4 10 24
B13 2 5 4 11 24
B14 4 4 4 12 24
B15 6 3 4 13 24
B16 1 7 3 11 24
B17 3 6 3 12 24
B18 5 5 3 13 24
B19 0 9 2 11 24
B20 2 8 2 12 24
B21 4 7 2 13 24
B22 1 10 1 12 24
B23 3 9 1 13 24
B24 0 12 0 12 24
B25 2 11 0 13 24
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Table A2. Service configurations implementable in disrupted conditions.

Service Configuration
Scenario

Rolling Stock
Scenario

Hplan
(min)

NC
(#)

TLTTO

(min)
Capserv
(pax/h)

DS1 B1 20.0 8 1.55 4050
DS2 B1 20.5 8 5.55 3951
DS3 B1 21.0 8 9.55 3857
DS4 B1 21.5 8 13.55 3767
DS5 B1 22.0 8 17.55 3682
DS6 B1 22.5 8 21.55 3600
DS7 B2 18.0 9 3.55 4000
DS8 B2 18.5 9 8.05 3892
DS9 B2 19.0 9 12.55 3789

DS10 B2 19.5 9 17.05 3692
DS11 B3 16.0 10 1.55 4050
DS12 B3 16.5 10 6.55 3927
DS13 B3 17.0 10 11.55 3812
DS14 B4 18.0 9 3.55 4000
DS15 B4 18.5 9 8.05 3892
DS16 B4 19.0 9 12.55 3789
DS17 B4 19.5 9 17.05 3692
DS18 B5 16.0 10 1.55 4050
DS19 B5 16.5 10 6.55 3927
DS20 B5 17.0 10 11.55 3812
DS21 B6 14.5 11 1.05 4063
DS22 B6 15.0 11 6.55 3927
DS23 B7 13.5 12 3.55 4000
DS24 B8 16.0 10 1.55 4050
DS25 B8 16.5 10 6.55 3927
DS26 B8 17.0 10 11.55 3812
DS27 B9 14.5 11 1.05 4063
DS28 B9 15.0 11 6.55 3927
DS29 B10 13.5 12 3.55 4000
DS30 B11 12.5 13 4.05 3988
DS31 B12 16.0 10 1.55 4050
DS32 B12 16.5 10 6.55 3927
DS33 B12 17.0 10 11.55 3812
DS34 B13 14.5 11 1.05 4063
DS35 B13 15.0 11 6.55 3927
DS36 B14 13.5 12 3.55 4000
DS37 B15 12.5 13 4.05 3988
DS38 B16 14.5 11 1.05 4063
DS39 B16 15.0 11 6.55 3927
DS40 B17 13.5 12 3.55 4000
DS41 B18 12.5 13 4.05 3988
DS42 B19 14.5 11 1.05 4063
DS43 B19 15.0 11 6.55 3927
DS44 B20 13.5 12 3.55 4000
DS45 B21 12.5 13 4.05 3988
DS46 B22 13.5 12 3.55 4000
DS47 B23 12.5 13 4.05 3988
DS48 B24 13.5 12 3.55 4000
DS49 B25 12.5 13 4.05 3988
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Table A3. Intervention scenario evaluation in disrupted conditions.

Service
Configuration

Scenario

Rolling
Stock

Scenario

Hplan
(min)

NC
(#)

Average Objective Function Value

(Time
Optimal)
(€/pax)

(Optimised
ESS)

(€/pax)

(Non-Optimised
ESS)

(€/pax)

DS1 B1 20.0 8 5.071 5.060 unfeasible
DS2 B1 20.5 8 5.119 5.135 5.120
DS3 B1 21.0 8 5.163 5.224 5.165
DS4 B1 21.5 8 5.209 5.226 5.212
DS5 B1 22.0 8 5.251 5.426 5.255
DS6 B1 22.5 8 5.300 5.545 5.304
DS7 B2 18.0 9 4.863 4.863 4.863
DS8 B2 18.5 9 4.900 4.949 4.903
DS9 B2 19.0 9 4.943 5.056 4.946

DS10 B2 19.5 9 4.997 5.185 5.002
DS11 B3 16.0 10 4.657 4.647 unfeasible
DS12 B3 16.5 10 4.696 4.724 4.698
DS13 B3 17.0 10 4.736 4.831 4.740
DS14 B4 18.0 9 4.863 4.863 4.863
DS15 B4 18.5 9 4.900 4.949 4.903
DS16 B4 19.0 9 4.943 5.056 4.946
DS17 B4 19.5 9 4.997 5.185 5.002
DS18 B5 16.0 10 4.657 4.647 unfeasible
DS19 B5 16.5 10 4.696 4.724 4.698
DS20 B5 17.0 10 4.736 4.831 4.740
DS21 B6 14.5 11 4.498 4.486 unfeasible
DS22 B6 15.0 11 4.541 4.570 4.543
DS23 B7 13.5 12 4.391 4.392 4.391
DS24 B8 16.0 10 4.657 4.647 unfeasible
DS25 B8 16.5 10 4.696 4.724 4.698
DS26 B8 17.0 10 4.736 4.831 4.740
DS27 B9 14.5 11 4.498 4.486 unfeasible
DS28 B9 15.0 11 4.541 4.570 4.543
DS29 B10 13.5 12 4.391 4.392 4.391
DS30 B11 12.5 13 4.284 4.290 4.286
DS31 B12 16.0 10 4.657 4.647 unfeasible
DS32 B12 16.5 10 4.696 4.724 4.698
DS33 B12 17.0 10 4.736 4.831 4.740
DS34 B13 14.5 11 4.498 4.486 unfeasible
DS35 B13 15.0 11 4.541 4.570 4.543
DS36 B14 13.5 12 4.391 4.392 4.391
DS37 B15 12.5 13 4.284 4.290 4.286
DS38 B16 14.5 11 4.498 4.486 unfeasible
DS39 B16 15.0 11 4.541 4.570 4.543
DS40 B17 13.5 12 4.391 4.392 4.391
DS41 B18 12.5 13 4.284 4.290 4.286
DS42 B19 14.5 11 4.498 4.486 unfeasible
DS43 B19 15.0 11 4.541 4.570 4.543
DS44 B20 13.5 12 4.391 4.392 4.391
DS45 B21 12.5 13 4.284 4.290 4.286
DS46 B22 13.5 12 4.391 4.392 4.391
DS47 B23 12.5 13 4.284 4.290 4.286
DS48 B24 13.5 12 4.391 4.392 4.391
DS49 B25 12.5 13 4.284 4.290 4.286

The red row identifies the worst service configuration; the green rows identify the better service configurations.
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Table A4. Intervention scenario improvements in disrupted conditions.

Service
Configuration

Scenario

Rolling
Stock

Scenario

Hplan
(min)

NC
(#)

Variation in Average Objective Function Value

(Time
Optimal)

(%)

(Optimised
ESS)
(%)

(Non-Optimised
ESS)
(%)

DS1 B1 20.0 8 3.61% 3.39% unfeasible
DS2 B1 20.5 8 4.60% 4.93% 4.62%
DS3 B1 21.0 8 5.51% 6.74% 5.54%
DS4 B1 21.5 8 6.43% 6.78% 6.49%
DS5 B1 22.0 8 7.29% 10.87% 7.38%
DS6 B1 22.5 8 8.29% 13.31% 8.38%
DS7 B2 18.0 9 −0.63% −0.63% −0.63%
DS8 B2 18.5 9 0.13% 1.13% 0.18%
DS9 B2 19.0 9 0.99% 3.31% 1.07%
DS10 B2 19.5 9 2.10% 5.95% 2.21%
DS11 B3 16.0 10 −4.84% −5.05% unfeasible
DS12 B3 16.5 10 −4.04% −3.48% −4.01%
DS13 B3 17.0 10 −3.23% −1.30% −3.15%
DS14 B4 18.0 9 −0.63% −0.63% −0.63%
DS15 B4 18.5 9 0.13% 1.13% 0.18%
DS16 B4 19.0 9 0.99% 3.31% 1.07%
DS17 B4 19.5 9 2.10% 5.95% 2.21%
DS18 B5 16.0 10 −4.84% −5.05% unfeasible
DS19 B5 16.5 10 −4.04% −3.48% −4.01%
DS20 B5 17.0 10 −3.23% −1.30% −3.15%
DS21 B6 14.5 11 −8.09% −8.33% unfeasible
DS22 B6 15.0 11 −7.21% −6.63% −7.17%
DS23 B7 13.5 12 −10.28% −10.27% −10.27%
DS24 B8 16.0 10 −4.84% −5.05% unfeasible
DS25 B8 16.5 10 −4.04% −3.48% −4.01%
DS26 B8 17.0 10 −3.23% −1.30% −3.15%
DS27 B9 14.5 11 −8.09% −8.33% unfeasible
DS28 B9 15.0 11 −7.21% −6.63% −7.17%
DS29 B10 13.5 12 −10.28% −10.27% −10.27%
DS30 B11 12.5 13 −12.45% −12.34% −12.43%
DS31 B12 16.0 10 −4.84% −5.05% unfeasible
DS32 B12 16.5 10 −4.04% −3.48% −4.01%
DS33 B12 17.0 10 −3.23% −1.30% −3.15%
DS34 B13 14.5 11 −8.09% −8.33% unfeasible
DS35 B13 15.0 11 −7.21% −6.63% −7.17%
DS36 B14 13.5 12 −10.28% −10.27% −10.27%
DS37 B15 12.5 13 −12.45% −12.34% −12.43%
DS38 B16 14.5 11 −8.09% −8.33% unfeasible
DS39 B16 15.0 11 −7.21% −6.63% −7.17%
DS40 B17 13.5 12 −10.28% −10.27% −10.27%
DS41 B18 12.5 13 −12.45% −12.34% −12.43%
DS42 B19 14.5 11 −8.09% −8.33% unfeasible
DS43 B19 15.0 11 −7.21% −6.63% −7.17%
DS44 B20 13.5 12 −10.28% −10.27% −10.27%
DS45 B21 12.5 13 −12.45% −12.34% −12.43%
DS46 B22 13.5 12 −10.28% −10.27% −10.27%
DS47 B23 12.5 13 −12.45% −12.34% −12.43%
DS48 B24 13.5 12 −10.28% −10.27% −10.27%
DS49 B25 12.5 13 −12.45% −12.34% −12.43%

The red row identifies the worst service configuration; the green rows identify the better service configurations0
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